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Clearing Mandate
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T

he remaking of the United States derivatives markets is among the
most celebrated pieces of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (Dodd-Frank).1 These regulatory reforms have unnecessarily destabilized the financial markets through
mandatory reliance on central counterparties (CCPs).2 CCPs are financial
institutions that collect derivatives transactions from many market participants and manage the associated risks. We outline a better approach
that would not include a central clearing mandate or the associated trading mandate and instead would allow the derivatives markets to develop
through voluntary—not regulatory—mechanisms. Combined with princi
ples-based regulation for CCPs and robust regulatory reporting, an organically developed market structure would enable the derivatives markets to
mitigate risk—including through the voluntary use of CCPs—w ithout
undermining financial stability.

*For the article on which this chapter is based, see Hester Peirce, “Derivatives Clearinghouses:
Clearing the Way to Failure,” Cleveland State Law Review 61 (June 2016): 589–660.
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OTC DERIVATIVES, CLE ARING, AND THE NEW REGUL ATORY FR AMEWORK
Derivatives are financial contracts that derive their value from the price of
something else, such as a commodity, stock, bond, index, or currency. These
contracts—which include futures, forwards, swaps, and options—enable
companies and individuals to shift risks to parties willing to bear that risk.
Derivative contracts can last for weeks, months, or even years. Financial and
nonfinancial companies use derivatives to manage a wide array of risks, including foreign exchange risk, interest rate risk, and counterparty risk. Another
important role derivatives play is price discovery and liquidity: derivatives
provide information about the products or financial instruments on which
they are based and can improve liquidity in the markets for those products or
financial instruments.3
Many derivatives trade on exchanges and are cleared through CCPs, which
are often affiliated with the exchange.4 These derivatives adhere to a standard set
of terms governing each aspect of the contract. Derivatives also can be executed
off-exchange in a bilateral transaction between a dealer (usually a large bank)5
and another dealer or customer. These bilateral transactions—also known as
over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives—afford substantial flexibility in contract
terms to accommodate the customer’s unique needs.6 Many OTC derivatives
are interest rate derivatives,7 which allow firms, for example, to exchange a floating interest rate for a fixed interest rate. OTC derivatives are sometimes called
swaps “because many OTC deals involve cash flows, or obligations, that are
swapped or exchanged between two parties at defined intervals.”8 Parties to
these OTC derivatives generally have not cleared them through CCPs.
In the United States, voluntarily established clearinghouses have long
served the equities, options, f utures, and fixed income markets.9 Clearing
houses match, confirm the terms of, net, and settle executed trades.10 Of par
ticular importance for this chapter, once a trade is executed, a clearinghouse
that serves as a CCP steps in as buyer for every seller and as seller for every
buyer. To protect itself and its members, the CCP collects contributions to a
guaranty fund and collateral (also known as margin)11 from each clearinghouse
member.12 If a party defaults and losses exceed the collateral provided by that
party, remaining losses are allocated according to a preset default waterfall.13
Dodd-Frank proffers mandatory central clearing as necessary to bring
order to the large OTC derivatives markets. By forcing OTC derivatives into
central clearing, Dodd-Frank purportedly reduces systemic risk; big financial
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institutions’ exposures to one another are limited and replaced with exposures
to CCPs. Advocates also point to the value of central clearing in enhancing
transparency, introducing margin uniformity and discipline, mutualizing
losses, and limiting the need for market participants to monitor one another.14
Importantly, CCPs also can help to contain the consequences of a failure by a
large financial firm.15
In addition to implementing central clearing mandates, Dodd-Frank
 utures Trading Commission (CFTC),
directs regulators—the US Commodity F
US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System (Federal Reserve), and other banking regulators—
to impose margin, trading, reporting, registration, risk management, and business conduct requirements on swaps markets. Dodd-Frank changes are rooted
in an international postcrisis effort to impose a new, more formal regulatory
structure on the OTC derivatives markets, which had previously not been
subject to the same degree of regulation as, for example, the f utures markets.16
The Dodd-Frank swaps framework includes several key features. First, it
identifies the major market participants (i.e., “swap dealers” and “major swap
participants”),17 requires them to register with the CFTC or SEC,18 and subjects
them to certain business conduct requirements.19 Second, Dodd-Frank requires
the CFTC and SEC to identify OTC derivatives or categories that are subject to a
clearing mandate.20 In making these determinations, the agencies must consider
factors such as market size and liquidity, the availability of pricing data, swap
infrastructure adequacy, systemic risk considerations, competitive considerations, and legal certainty.21 Third, Dodd-Frank mandates that these swaps—
except for those involving nonfinancial companies hedging their business
risks—be cleared at clearinghouses registered with the SEC or CFTC.22 Fourth,
if a trading venue is available, cleared swaps must trade on an exchange or a swap
execution facility (SEF)—a new type of trading venue created by Dodd-Frank
for the swaps markets.23 Fifth, Dodd-Frank rules prescribe how, when, and by
whom cleared and uncleared swap transactions must be reported to a swap data
repository, another new registered entity created under Dodd-Frank to h
 ouse
swap transaction data.24 Sixth, Dodd-Frank requires public transparency about
swap transactions.25 Seventh, the Act requires regulators to set capital and margin requirements in connection with cleared and uncleared swaps.26
The final component of the regulatory framework is focused on safeguarding the CCPs that play such a central role in Dodd-Frank. Ben Bernanke, the
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former Federal Reserve chairman, put it this way: “As Mark Twain’s character
Pudd’nhead Wilson once opined, if you put all your eggs in one basket, you
better watch that basket.”27 Titles VII and VIII of Dodd-Frank, which address
numerous aspects of CCPs, facilitate efforts to “watch the basket.” OTC
derivatives clearinghouses must register with e ither the CFTC as a derivatives
clearing organization (DCO)28 or the SEC as a clearing agency.29 The statute
allows the CFTC and SEC to exempt from registration CCPs that are supervised by the other commission or a foreign regulator.30 Dodd-Frank builds on
the existing regulatory framework for the DCOs and clearing agencies that
existed before Dodd-Frank to clear exchange-traded derivatives and securities. The Act modifies the regulatory structure for CCPs in a number of ways.
First, Congress authorizes the CFTC and SEC to write tailored rules for swaps
CCPs.31 Second, the statute directs the commissions to write rules governing conflicts of interest at CCPs if “necessary or appropriate to improve the
governance of, or to mitigate systemic risk, promote competition, or mitigate
conflicts of interest.”32 Third, Title VII prescribes an “open access” model for
swaps CCPs pursuant to which they must accept swaps for clearing, regardless
of where the transactions are executed.33 Fourth, Title VII includes a modified
and expanded set of “core principles” for DCOs.34
The final component of Dodd-Frank’s changes for CCPs is in Title VIII of
the legislation, which posits a more stringent regulatory regime for CCPs designated to be currently or potentially systemically important by the Financial
Stability Oversight Council (FSOC).35 Title VIII charges the SEC and CFTC
with writing and enforcing heightened risk management standards for designated CCPs and gives the Federal Reserve a backup regulatory role.36 The Act
requires cooperation among the CFTC, SEC, and the Federal Reserve in developing a joint risk management supervisory framework for designated CCPs.37
CCP standards must cover a number of specific risk management areas, including margin and default procedures, but the statute allows the regulators wide
latitude to write standards covering other areas.38 A designated CCP must seek
preapproval from its regulator for changes in rules, procedures, and operations
that would “materially affect the nature or level of risks presented by” the CCP.39
US CCP regulation draws heavily from international standards. Th
 ese
global standards predate the financial crisis,40 but—as Dodd-Frank notes—
have been “evolving” since the crisis.41 Most significant among the postcrisis
efforts is the revised set of standards for financial market infrastructures,
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including CCPs, issued in 2012 by the Committee on Payment and Settlement
Systems (CPSS)—subsequently renamed the Committee on Payments and
Market Infrastructures (CPMI)—and the International Organization of
Securities Commissions (IOSCO).42 Drawing the appropriate balance between
safety of and access to CCPs is a key theme of the CPSS/IOSCO standards.
Covered areas include governance, credit and liquidity risk management,
access, transparency, and default management.
As the length and breadth of the international standards illustrate, CCP risk
management is a complex undertaking. Inserting regulators deeply into that
exercise further complicates risk management. The next section discusses this
and other problems with the existing regulatory framework.

PROBL EMS WITH THE CURRENT REGUL ATORY FR AMEWORK
Together, the clearing mandate, the regulatory influences on the design and
operation of CCPs, and the implicit government backstop threaten to destabilize CCPs, individual firms’ risk management, and the broader financial system. As Professor Craig Pirrong has warned, “a wholesale re-engineering of
the structure of derivatives markets via legislative fiat is fraught with danger.”43
There are a number of concerns associated with the new framework.

Expanded CCPs Could Destabilize the Financial System
CCPs, expanded pursuant to the clearing mandate, could pose a risk to the
broader financial system. By nature, CCPs are deeply interconnected with
large financial companies and potentially with other CCPs. They have direct
relationships with clearing members and settlement banks, which tend to be
large firms. They have indirect relationships with clearing members’ customers,
which also may be large financial firms. These interconnections are channels
through which problems could be transmitted across the financial system.
CCPs function by making and receiving payments according to a strict
timeline. This feature normally protects the CCP and its members, but may
cause problems during a crisis. In addition to the initial margin that a CCP
collects in connection with a transaction to protect against f uture price movements, the CCP collects variation margin from, and credits it to, the accounts
of its counterparties in response to price changes throughout the life of the
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 erivatives contract. Paying on time is important to ensure that clearing members
d
to whom payments are due are able to meet their obligations to other parties.44
CCPs typically collect variation margin daily, but, to protect themselves during
times of market stress, CCPs are likely to make multiple and perhaps large collateral calls in a single day.45 Mark Roe points out that b
 ecause “the collateral
available to one creditor, namely the clearinghouse, is value denied to other
creditors,” the CCP may not serve to reduce systemic risk.46 Knott and Mills
note that a CCP’s protective margin calls could cause members “to sell assets
in a second market, driving down prices t here.”47 They further explain that if
margin payments are delayed, “the CCP may redistribute part of its risk to
liquidity providers such as banks.”48 Pirrong cites the potential for CCPs to
shift risk from derivatives counterparties to other creditors of failed firms,
increase borrowing to meet margin requirements, create large demands for
liquid assets during times of great stress, and impose losses on firms through
the default fund at times when t hose firms can least bear them.49
Further complicating m
 atters, clearing members are likely to be large financial institutions that play multiple roles and have multiple relationships with
each CCP. Only a small number of firms are clearing members.50 Clearing
members may themselves be, or may be affiliated with, the settlement banks
or the providers of lines of credit on which CCPs rely.51 Prearranged lines of
credit might not materialize during a crisis, particularly if the lending bank
is a stressed clearing member.52 Federal Reserve Governor Jerome Powell
points out that “the failure of a large clearing member that is also a key service
provider could disrupt the smooth and efficient operation of one or multiple
CCPs, and vice versa.”53 The CCP has to consider the full scope of its relationship with clearing members when, for example, it forecasts the effects of a
member default or a margin call or assessment on surviving members.54
The 1987 stock market crash illustrated how closely CCPs are tied to the
banking system, how important payment timing is, how serious the ramifications of operational issues can be, and how CCPs interact with the financial
system during a crisis.55 Ben Bernanke, who studied the incident, concluded
that the clearing and settlement system suffered from “malfunctions of communications and information processing systems” and “financial gridlock
as banks and other creditors became cautious about transferring funds to
 ese fears
individuals or institutions whose solvency might be in doubt.”56 Th
57
seemed to have helped to drive prices down. Bernanke further notes that
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clearinghouses’ margin calls “were widely criticized in postmortems for ‘draining liquidity from the system.’ ”58 Federal Reserve intervention kept the system
functioning through the 1987 crisis.59 Since 1987, systems have improved,60
but real concerns remain about how expanded CCPs would function in the
face of similar market stress. B ecause of new liquidity rules after the most
recent crisis, liquid assets will be at even more of a premium than they were
in 1987.61
Default management also might be difficult in the Dodd-Frank world of
stricter capital standards and mandatory clearing. Capital requirements may
prevent nondefaulting clearing members from taking on the defaulter’s client’s portfolios.62 Particularly if the defaulter’s portfolio contains unusual
products, the CCP may have trouble borrowing trading personnel with the
requisite knowledge of the products from nondefaulting members to manage
the defaulter’s portfolio.63
A further complication is that multiple CCPs may be competing for the
same liquid assets, personnel, capacity of clearing members to take on additional positions from defaulters’ portfolios, and perhaps even capacity of clearing members to replenish guaranty funds or meet unfunded assessments. If
one CCP were affected, others would likely also be affected.64
If a CCP stopped meeting its obligations altogether, it could greatly impede
markets. A CCP that cannot meet its payment obligations could stop the markets for which it clears from functioning.65 Because CCPs tend to dominate
particular markets, there might not be a substitute CCP, so the market for any
OTC derivatives cleared at the failing CCP and subject to the clearing mandate
would lock up.66 Adding to the disruption, the status of existing contracts at a
failing CCP would also be uncertain.67
During a crisis, CCPs operating in an environment of clearing mandates
may aggravate, rather than mitigate, problems in the financial system. As the
next section describes, even during normal times, a CCP may have unintended
adverse effects on risk management in the financial system.

Clearing Mandate Could Undermine Risk Management
Outside the CCP
Dodd-Frank’s clearing mandate affects the way firms manage their business
risks and exposures to other firms. Some of t hese changes may be positive, but
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 thers may disrupt existing bilateral relationships and may result in risks being
o
borne by parties not well equipped to bear them.
Bilateral transactions are often part of a larger customer relationship
between a company and a dealer bank. That relationship may include unique
collateral arrangements (e.g., not having to post collateral below a certain
threshold or being permitted to post illiquid assets as collateral). Forcing
swaps into CCPs, which cannot replicate these accommodations, will disrupt
these bilateral relationships. Both clearing members and their customers will
have to post collateral in the liquid form demanded by CCPs.68 Customers may
enter into new relationships to borrow collateral. If banks meet the demand
by lending liquid assets to their customers to post as collateral, “the tail risk
may not leave their books,” as central clearing proponents hoped it would.69
Nonstandardized, bilateral agreements enable companies to manage their
risks with a greater precision than they can with standardized products. The
clearing mandate and associated disincentives to use uncleared swaps—such
as higher margin requirements for uncleared swaps, capital charges, and
anti-evasion provisions—may discourage firms from dealing in and using
uncleared swaps. Risks may go unhedged as firms forgo derivatives-based
hedging altogether or use a less tailored cleared product to imperfectly hedge
their risk.70 Alternatively, Columbia University scholar Ilya Beylin argues that
market participants seeking to avoid the clearing mandate could resort to more
complicated, less transparent, and riskier transactions.71
Mandatory clearing undercuts the ability of firms to engage in bilateral
netting—the process by which dealers are able to net their exposures to one
another. Although CCPs facilitate multilateral netting, bilateral netting opportunities with a particular counterparty decrease if some transactions with that
counterparty are moved to a CCP.72

Mandated Central Clearing Could Impair Counterparty Monitoring
One of the main functions of a CCP is to eliminate the need for a buyer of a
derivatives contract to monitor the seller, and vice versa. Buyers and sellers
planning to centrally clear can be indifferent about the identity of their counterparty.73 Loss is mutualized and risk management is centralized by CCPs.
As a consequence, less interdealer monitoring will take place than it did prior
to the clearing mandate.74 CCPs pool risks, which means that there is still
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an incentive for each member to conduct some monitoring to avoid having
to cover a portion of the losses from a defaulting member.75 The clearing
mandate tempers those incentives by forcing participation in the CCP and
limiting members in their ability to influence CCP access and risk management rules.
CCPs have certain risk management advantages. They offer centralized
risk management by requiring clearing members to meet certain threshold
requirements and contribute to a guaranty fund that can be tapped if a member
defaults.76 CCPs monitor their members and may impose risk-specific restrictions on them—including position limits—to prevent being overexposed to
any particular firm.77 CCPs may be able to monitor risk more thoroughly than
a single dealer could since CCPs have broad access to information about clearing members and their positions.78 Pirrong has argued, however, that CCPs
have lower quality information than the hedge funds and banks that “specialize
precisely in understanding risks and pricing . . . especially . . . for more complex and novel derivative instruments.”79 CCP staff may have a broader view of
a member’s portfolio, but they may not be able to fully understand the risks of
the portfolio since they do not have the expertise of the individuals who trade
particular products daily.
The clearing mandate could incentivize firms to enter into transactions
that they otherwise would avoid, b
 ecause they know the attendant risks w
 ill
be the CCP’s. Former British central banker Paul Tucker makes the point that
“firms using a CCP have incentives to take more counterparty credit risk in
their market transactions than otherwise, discriminating less when choosing with whom to trade because their credit exposure is not to their market
counterparty but rather to the clearing house—unless the tail risk is credibly
mutualized.”80 Efforts to increase the CCP’s share of the losses in the event of a
member default could exacerbate the problem of clearing members’ offloading
risk—intentionally or carelessly—to CCPs.81
CCPs are generally very reliable counterparties, but firms have to consider
the possibility that something could go wrong. If a CCP member defaults, the
other members may bear some of the losses, but how much a particular firm
will bear is difficult to estimate in advance. To enable more precise modeling
of their exposure to CCPs, clearing members are pushing for greater ex ante
clarity about what will happen if a CCP runs into trouble.82 Members also have
an interest in strong risk management, but the clearing mandate undercuts
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clearing members’ leverage by making it hard to eschew doing business with a
poorly managed CCP that clears a product subject to the mandate. Incentives
to monitor CCPs and choose carefully which ones to use may be further hampered by Dodd-Frank’s practice of assigning the right to select a CCP to the
nondealer party to a transaction—the party with the least incentive to monitor the CCP.83 Assessing and managing exposure to CCPs may be particularly
difficult because, as the next sections discuss, regulatory developments are
changing CCPs.

Mandated Clearing Could Force Improper Risks into CCPs
The clearing mandate, when combined with other regulatory and economic
pressures, encourages CCPs to open their doors to more products in higher
volumes than they would have absent the mandate. Carefully choosing
products for clearing is an important way that CCPs protect themselves.84
Considerations include how a product’s prices have moved over time, how
the product might interact with other products cleared by the CCP, and how
those interactions might change in response to market developments. As figure 1 shows, cleared volumes have risen markedly in recent years. Some of the
newly cleared products have features that make risk management difficult. An
international body focused on CCP risk management explained in modifying
its recommendations for OTC derivative CCPs: “because of the complex risk
characteristics and market design of OTC derivatives products, clearing them
safely and efficiently through a CCP presents unique challenges that clearing
listed or cash-market products may not.”85 Manmohan Singh similarly warns
that “pushing CCPs to clear riskier and less-liquid financial instruments, as the
regulators are now demanding, may increase systemic risk and the probability
of a bailout.”86 Today’s CCPs, therefore, must grapple with new risks.
The risks associated with certain types of swaps are particularly difficult to
manage. Single-name credit default swap (CDS) contracts, for example, pres
ent a jump-to-default risk that makes them more difficult to properly margin
than standard interest rate contracts.87 A portfolio of swaps may behave unremarkably during normal market conditions, but may be prone to unanticipated,
dramatic price moves.88 Liquidity may fluctuate during a swap’s lifetime.89
Interproduct correlations are also not constant over time.90 CCPs’ margin
models—developed for more standardized, highly liquid derivatives—may
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Figure 1. US Central Clearing Market Share of Interest Rate
Derivatives and CDS Index Swaps, 2013–2015
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not properly accommodate the unique features of t hese new products and
their correlations with other products.91
In deciding which products to clear and how to margin them, CCPs also
must be alert to changes in correlations among cleared products and clearing
members:
[R]isk may be amplified due to a correlation among risk
factors. For example, a CCP clearing CDS could experience a “double default” where a reference entity defaults
and a CCP’s participant defaults simultaneously because
the participant had a large short position (i.e., sold credit
protections) in the reference entity or where the credit risk
of a reference entity and that of a participant with a large
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short position are highly correlated. In another scenario, a
defaulting participant with a short position may turn out to
be the reference entity (self-referencing CDS).92
Dodd-Frank acknowledges that the clearing mandate is not appropriate
 hether to
for all OTC derivatives. The statute directs regulators, in deciding w
impose a clearing mandate on a swap or a group of swaps, to consider a number
of factors including “the existence of significant outstanding notional exposures, trading liquidity, and adequate pricing data” and operational and legal
frameworks.93 However, other statutory f actors—systemic risk mitigation and
competitive implications94—give regulators a nudge to opt for a clearing mandate, even if there are concerns about inadequate liquidity or pricing data.95
Strong commercial, financial, and competitive incentives intensify pressure to extend clearing mandates to additional categories of swaps. CCPs
seeking to expand their businesses96 and market participants chafing under
dealers’ tight control of the bilateral markets might favor extended clearing
mandates. Mandated central clearing brings with it new profit opportunities
for firms that do not have large bank balance sheets and therefore may not
have been attractive counterparties in the bilateral context. Users of CCPs may
also encourage broader clearing mandates as expanded CCPs offer multilateral
netting, which can reduce collateral demands.97
Regulatory advantages to clearing bolster the market impetus for broad
central clearing mandates. Among these advantages are potential margin savings because margin requirements on uncleared swaps are intended to be more
stringent than they would be in the cleared context.98 Basel capital rules also
offer favorable capital treatment for swaps cleared through a CCP that meets
international standards—a qualifying CCP.99 Uncleared OTC derivatives also
carry legal and reputational risk as Dodd-Frank requires the SEC and CFTC
to take steps to prevent “evasion of the mandatory clearing requirements.”100

Regulator y Conflicts of Interest Could Impair CCP Risk Management
CCPs, as originally conceived, brought together a group of members that
voluntarily pooled and cooperatively managed risks. The new model replaces
voluntary cooperative efforts with regulatory mandates. That regulatory involvement not only brings new risks into CCPs, it complicates risk management.
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 ecause of the important place CCPs have in the government-made OTC
B
market structure and the implicit government backstop, it is not surprising
that many policymakers and academics call for intense regulation of CCPs.101
A counter-concern is that such regulation may be guided by objectives other
than sound risk management.
First, regulators may be moved by f actors other than risk management in
setting guidelines for membership standards—a key risk management feature of CCPs. Membership rules have stability implications; a broad membership distributes “the costs of default across a greater number of members,”102
but a homogeneous, robust membership may generate more stable CCPs.103
Membership rules also have competitive implications because a firm that
does not meet the minimum requirements must clear through a member (or
through a member’s client) or forgo trading in swaps subject to a clearing mandate.104 The CFTC claims to allow DCOs “discretion to balance restrictions
on participation with legitimate risk management concerns” because they are
“in the best position in the first instance to determine the optimal balance.”105
Yet it specifically prohibits DCOs from setting “a limit on the number of market participants that may become clearing members,”106 setting more than a
$50 million minimum capital requirement for membership,107 and requiring
“members to post a minimum amount of liquid margin or default guarantee
contributions, or to participate in a liquidity facility.”108 These decisions highlight what Professor Jo Braithwaite refers to as “the membership dilemma”
created by “regulators having framed compulsory legislation around a private
sector l egal device designed to mutualise losses for selected participants.”109 As
Professor Hal Scott explains, “A clearinghouse is just an association, so it’s only
as strong as the member firms. If you were hell-bent on fairness, and opened
this thing to everybody, that would increase the risk to the clearinghouse.”110
Second, the mandated use of CCPs has given them a quasi-public character
in regulators’ eyes, which introduces competing interests in CCP governance.
Economist Norbert Michel points out that Dodd-Frank’s classification of
CCPs as financial market utilities “marks a dangerous shift in the relationship
between government and private markets because it implies that private financial firms cannot—or should not—competitively provide financial services.”111
The CPSS/IOSCO principles, which heavily inform US regulation, emphasize
the responsibility of financial market infrastructures to “support the stability of
the broader financial system, other relevant public interest considerations, and
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the objectives of relevant stakeholders” 112 and call for governance to balance
the interests of a CCP’s owners, board of directors, managers, clearing members, regulators, and “other stakeholders.”113 Directing CCPs—in the nebulous name of public interest—to serve multiple constituencies with potentially
conflicting objectives may have the perverse effect of destabilizing CCPs and
the financial system. CCPs that are run with a member-focus are more likely
to elevate risk management than CCPs required to consider a host of other
constituencies (such as regulators and other nonmember “stakeholders”) who
do not face the prospect of absorbing CCP losses.
Third, regulators face pressure to view purported risk management mea
sures as the product of competitive machinations by dealers. In a comment letter
to the CFTC, the Department of Justice worried that anticompetitive behavior
in connection with CCP access “could be explained away . . . by expressing
risk management–related concerns” and urged the CFTC to adopt stricter
conflict of interest standards for CCPs.114 This view may cause regulators to
disallow legitimate risk management measures. It also helps to drive calls for
governance and ownership restrictions on CCPs intended to limit the influence
of clearing members and other large financial firms on clearinghouse management. Many observers f avor replacing or supplementing dealer influence in
governance and risk management with public interest and regulatory represen
tation.115 Under Dodd-Frank’s conflict of interest mandates, the SEC and CFTC
have contemplated individual and aggregate ownership caps and independent
director involvement in governance to temper clearing member influence.116
Fourth, regulators may be tempted to employ one-size-fits-all regulations
that distract CCPs from conducting their own tailored risk management and
may prevent them from responding effectively to problems as they arise. Stress
tests are one area in which this concern exists. Although calling for “[m]ore
standardized stress tests” across jurisdictions,117 former CFTC Commissioner
Mark Wetjen, warned that “[w]hile standardization and uniformity are appealing, they could inadvertently impede innovation and thoroughness. Would
we start to teach to the test instead of evaluating and refining the stress test
methodologies as appropriate?”118
Fifth, a prescriptive regulatory regime applicable to a small number of
firms with a vital role in the financial system seems fertile ground for regulatory capture.119 Economist George Stigler warned that “as a rule, regulation is
acquired by industry and is designed and operated primarily for its benefit.” 120
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 ere are a small number of CCPs, and Dodd-Frank legally mandates that
Th
they be used. There are also relatively few large firms that serve as clearing
members. Although the new regulatory framework is burdensome for t hese
firms, CCPs and clearing members could seek to use t hese burdens to their
advantage in blocking entry by domestic and foreign rivals. Alternatively, the
Shadow Financial Regulatory Committee suggested that CCPs could “exploit
opportunities for regulatory arbitrage and regulatory capture to lessen the
costs of government oversight.”121 Moreover, CCPs are likely to put pressure
on regulators to dissuade the use of noncleared derivatives, which can serve
as substitutes for cleared products. The authority of multiple regulators in this
space might make regulatory capture more difficult, but divided regulatory
authority brings its own challenges.
Sixth, conflicts among regulators could exacerbate risk by adding complexity to CCP management. The SEC and CFTC directly regulate CCPs, and
the Federal Reserve plays a backup role u
 nder Title VIII of Dodd-Frank. The
 ecause
approaches taken by t hese agencies are not always consistent, in part b
of historical differences in the way the agencies have overseen CCPs. 122
There have also been calls for the involvement of the FSOC in CCP regulation.123
Moreover, despite the common G20 commitment to central clearing, global
regulators have had difficulty working together in overseeing this international
market, and the lack of coordination could worsen during a crisis as regulators
strive to keep assets in CCPs within their jurisdiction.124 As clearing mandates
take hold around the world, the pressure for linkages among CCPs is likely to
 ill only further complicate regulatory oversight.
grow,125 which w
Finally, the desire to increase the proportion of swaps that is cleared is likely
to affect regulators’ oversight of key risk management decisions. As discussed
earlier, a pro-clearing outlook may color determinations to impose a clearing mandate. More subtly, a desire to make clearing more attractive could
affect decisions related to how much margin is collected, the form margin may
take, and how it is invested. If margins are set improperly, the CCP may be at
risk.126 There is not a widely accepted formula for setting margin, and t here
is a lot of room for nonrisk considerations to affect regulators’ views on mar istakes may not manifest
gin methodologies.127 Consequences of regulatory m
themselves until a crisis. Similarly, on questions related to CCP default management, regulators may favor the approach that imposes the least additional
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immediate cost on clearing services, even if that approach misaligns market
participants’ incentives and lays the groundwork for problems should a member later default.

Mandated Clearing Risk Could Increase Bailout Risk
In an era of clearing mandates, a shuttered CCP could devastate markets as
market participants must centrally clear transactions subject to the clearing
mandate. If clearing members could not prop up a CCP, presumably the government that imposes the clearing mandate and supervises CCPs would go to
great lengths to keep the troubled CCP in operation. If regulators have acquiesced in or encouraged CCP under-margining, inadequate guaranty funds, or
some other risk management misstep, they are particularly likely to be pressured to bail out a failing CCP. If problems emanate from products under a
clearing mandate, regulators will likewise face bailout pressure. If only one
 ill be particularly intense.128
CCP clears a product, that pressure w
The likely availability of government support for a failing CCP is reflected in
Dodd-Frank in two ways. First, the Orderly Liquidation Authority in Title II,
Dodd-Frank’s alternative to bankruptcy for large financial institutions, does
not explicitly apply to CCPs; whether a CCP could be resolved under Title II
is an open question.129 The absence of a resolution mechanism could be interpreted as leaving open the door for a government bailout. Second, Title VIII
gives the Federal Reserve authority to loan money through the discount win
dow to systemically important CCPs in “unusual or exigent circumstances.”130
Dodd-Frank also allows the Federal Reserve to establish accounts for systemically important CCPs and provide services to them, such as currency and
coin services, check clearing and collection services, wire transfer services,
automated clearinghouse services, settlement services, securities safekeeping services, and Federal Reserve float.131 The Federal Reserve could use t hese
powers to conduct a bailout.132 Despite messages to the contrary,133 the availability of emergency lending could encourage carelessness by both CCPs and
regulators.134
A possible rejoinder to the concern about bailouts is that CCPs rarely fail.
There have been failures, however, and today’s more complex CCPs—reshaped
by clearing mandates and attendant regulation—are not immune from failure.
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Past failures include the French Caisse de Liquidation in 1974, the Kuala
Lumpur Commodity Clearing House in 1983, and the Hong Kong Futures
Exchange Clearing Corp. in 1987.135 In each case, the problem related to margin.136 Brazil’s BM&F CCP almost failed in 1999 when t here was inadequate
margin after a currency devaluation caused two clearing members to default.137
In December 2013, a Korean CCP dipped into its guaranty fund a fter one of
its members—a small broker-dealer—defaulted because of a trading error.138
Problems at CCPs emerge quickly and come with a high price tag—precisely
the conditions on which government bailouts are built.

A BET TER APPROACH TO MANAGING RISK
To achieve greater financial stability and serve financial markets and the
broader economy effectively, the current top-down regulatory framework for
OTC derivatives needs to be replaced with a regulatory approach that leaves
clearing decisions and the consequences of those decisions in the private sector. The new structure would not include clearing mandates or associated
trading mandates. Provisions designating CCPs systemically important and
providing them access to Federal Reserve backstops would likewise not be part
of the new structure. The replacement framework would instead allow market
participants to choose central clearing and would substitute a principles-based
regulatory approach for the current, increasingly prescriptive approach to
CCP regulation. A comprehensive reporting regime for cleared and uncleared
swaps would ensure that firms and their regulators have better insight into
where derivatives exposures are than they did in the last crisis.

Elimination of the Clearing Mandate
The first step t oward enhancing financial stability would be to eliminate the
clearing mandate. Admittedly, d
 oing so would be a stark departure from one of
Dodd-Frank’s core features. On the other hand, as noted earlier, the Act recognizes that clearing is not always appropriate. Dodd-Frank embraced the clearing mandate to shore up financial stability, but there is a growing realization
that clearing is not unambiguously positive for stability. To effectively eliminate the mandate, capital and margin incentives to clear also would have to be
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eliminated. The clearing mandate and associated regulatory nudges impede
market participants’ ability to make choices that are both consistent with
strong risk management and serve customer needs. As attorney Paul McBride
points out, much can be done with “voluntary, rather than compulsory clearing, [which enables] market participants . . . to exercise discretion in order
to strike the optimal balance between the costs and benefits of clearing.”139
Eliminating the mandate would also ease concerns that a failing CCP would
lock up markets since market participants would be able to continue transacting
in uncleared products without running afoul of the clearing mandate.
It is likely that CCPs would continue to clear many of the swaps that they
currently clear and add new products to meet organic market demand for
central clearing. Even before Dodd-Frank’s clearing mandate was put in
place, some OTC derivatives, in response to market demand, w
 ere centrally
140
cleared. Affording market participants the ability to choose whether to clear
would allow them to avoid, or use their leverage to improve, poorly managed CCPs. In the current model, once a mandate is in place, CCPs have a
government-granted privilege. A mandate-less model would give CCPs an
incentive to earn customer business by managing risk well.141
The trading mandate, which was established by Dodd-Frank as a companion of the clearing mandate, is likewise unnecessary. Market participants will choose how and where to trade based on a wide variety of considerations that they are best positioned to balance. The swap execution
facilities called into life by Dodd-Frank would continue to exist, if they meet
organic market demand.

Princip les-B ased Regulation
Eliminating the clearing mandate would not obviate the need for regulatory
oversight of CCPs. The regulatory regime, however, should be principles-
based. Primary responsibility for designing and running CCPs should remain
with the owners and members. A prescriptive regulatory regime inappropriately shifts this responsibility to regulators by placing the full array of risk
management decisions in their hands. A principles-based regulatory regime
would allow CCPs broad discretion to operate in the manner that best suits
the products they clear and the market participants they serve. Within this
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framework, CCPs would have the room to make swift changes to operational,
technical, or risk management procedures as weaknesses emerge, risks are
better understood, or available technology improves. CCPs are self-regulatory
organizations, which means that—subject to oversight by the CFTC or SEC—
they are able to write and enforce rules applicable to their members. In line
with the approach used by the CFTC, CCPs could be permitted to self-certify
to their regulator that each new rule complies with the principles.
To allow CCPs sufficient discretion, core principles should be broad, not
prescriptive. Increasingly prescriptive regulation can have the perverse effect
of frustrating effective and adaptive CCP risk management, dulling clearing-
member monitoring of CCPs, and homogenizing CCPs so that all are subject to similar vulnerabilities. As former Federal Reserve Governor Randall
Kroszner explained, “More intense government regulation of CCPs may
prove counterproductive if it creates moral hazard or impedes the ability of
CCPs to develop new approaches to risk management.”142 The CPSS/IOSCO
risk management principles and other relevant standards can inform the core
principles and CCPs’ compliance with t hose principles. To facilitate member
monitoring, CCPs would need to disclose policies governing topics including
member obligations, the complete default waterfall, risk management, governance, resolution and recovery procedures, and margin methodologies, as
many CCPs already do in their rulebooks.
Regulators could continue to monitor CCPs for improper practices. Pirrong
has called for regulators to be able to revise membership requirements if the
regulators “can show that they were adopted for anti-competitive reasons, or
place an undue burden on competition not justified by any prudential benefit.”143 This principle makes sense applied more broadly to other CCP risk
management and operational measures.
To augment regulatory oversight of CCPs, CCPs could obtain private
insurance144 or issue convertible bonds. Although t hese options require further analysis, they could supplement the monitoring provided by regulators
and members.

Properly Aligned CCP Owne rship and Governance
CCPs are most likely to serve the public interest of promoting financial stability if their ownership and governance structures correspond to economic
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interests. Randall Kroszner has explained that “market forces can produce
private regulations that address the concerns about safety, soundness, and
broader financial stability.”145 As traditionally constructed, clearinghouses
were a group of financial firms that pooled certain risks, managed them
jointly, and shared any losses. Risk management is an essential ingredient of
such an arrangement.146 CCP control restrictions of the sort contemplated by
Dodd-Frank that would prohibit such an arrangement may have the unintended consequence of undermining the proper functioning of incentives
for risk management.147 As a result of demutualization, today’s CCPs tend
not to be member-owned; most CCPs are affiliated with an exchange.148
Clearing members, however, continue to be the primary loss-b earers
when they fail. Consequently, as others have argued, clearing members
must play a role in designing risk controls for, and managing, CCPs.149
Regulations should accommodate and encourage active member involvement in CCP oversight.
Although the mutual ownership CCP model is attractive for financial stability reasons, the for-profit model that dominates the swaps landscape would
 ere eliminated.
more effectively contribute to stability if the clearing mandate w
CCPs would no longer have an essentially guaranteed stream of business,
which would give market participants more leverage to influence CCP risk
management practices. Members will be reluctant to use a CCP that exposes
them to large or difficult-to-estimate risk. Now the only option for clearing
members concerned about poor CCP risk management is to cease trading
products subject to clearing mandates.
The suggestion that members with money on the line in the default fund
must play a central role in risk management runs directly c ounter to the
recommendations of o
 thers who worry about the undue control that deal150
ers exercise in CCPs. These commentators worry that, if permitted, large
dealers will limit entry to CCPs and prevent them from accepting products
for clearing to keep products in the more profitable (for dealers) bilateral
market.151 Some call for ownership and governance restrictions of the sort
permitted by Dodd-Frank and proposed by the SEC and CFTC. 152 Some
advocate replacing the voices of clearing members with t hose of public
interest directors in risk management and other key committees or securing a place for regulatory representatives on CCP boards.153 Concerns about
dealer control of CCPs are understandable in light of their dominant role
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in these markets, but attempts to readjust the power dynamics at CCPs may
unintentionally destabilize them. Regulatory principles should encourage
the involvement of properly incentivized, knowledgeable experts in CCP
management and oversight.
Prohibitions against anticompetitive activity modeled on existing statutory
prohibitions should suffice to prevent CCPs from being used for improper
competitive purposes. For example, DCOs are prohibited from making rules
and taking actions that restrain trade or impede competition unless the DCO
 oing so.154 As noted earlier, regulators
has a statutorily legitimate reason for d
could have the authority to abrogate CCP rules or other actions upon demonstrating that the action was being undertaken for anticompetitive reasons
rather than to bolster the soundness of the CCP.155 The task of identifying
inappropriate, anticompetitive behavior is best left to the functional regulators,
rather than to the realm of antitrust law.156

No Implicit or Explicit Promises of Bailouts
Regulatory changes to end bailout expectations would support financial stability. As Kroszner explains, “a promise of government financial support in
the event of a risk-management failure” can “eviscerate . . . private-market
discipline, which has served private and public interests in the stability
of CCP arrangements so well for so long.”157 Restoring private discipline
requires eliminating explicit and implicit government guarantees on CCPs.
Central to eliminating government guarantees is ending the FSOC’s
power to designate systemically important financial market utilities under
Title VIII of Dodd-Frank and related provisions. The designation carries
with it an implicit message that the government will not let designated entities fail. Designated CCPs have access to Federal Reserve accounts and ser
vices, which could allow the Federal Reserve to prop up a failing CCP in a
future crisis.
The elimination of the clearing mandate also would help to send the message that the government is not a CCP guarantor. As long as the government
requires market participants to use CCPs, market participants will anticipate
that the government will step in to keep a failing CCP operating to ensure
that transactions subject to the mandate and cleared solely by that CCP would
not cease.
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A final way to build private discipline is to encourage private-sector efforts
involving CCPs and their members to define CCPs’ default waterfalls clearly,
realistically explore tail risks, and plan for recapitalization and resolution
in the event of failure due to defaults or nondefault problems (e.g., operational issues).158 Although current conversations about t hese issues have been
spurred by the increase in clearing brought about by the clearing mandate,
they are valuable in the absence of a mandate. Credible plans by CCPs to deal
with failures in risk management or operational systems are a critical part of
eliminating implicit expectations of government bailouts.

Regulator y Reporting
One of the concerns during the last crisis was that neither regulators nor
market participants had a good picture of the OTC derivatives market. CCPs
provide a discipline that prevents the buildup of the backlogs that plagued precrisis markets,159 but a reporting regime could do the same thing. A new regulatory regime would not only provide regulators the information they need to
monitor the derivatives markets, but would ensure that market participants are
aware of their exposures to CCPs and other counterparties.
Elements of Dodd-Frank’s reporting regime achieve these objectives.
Under the Act, market participants report swap transactions to a swap data
repository (SDR) or to the SEC or CFTC.160 The SDR collects and confirms
trade details and stores trade data for regulators to access. SDRs could be
retained for these purposes.161 Requiring that transactions be reported as
soon as reasonably possible would help to avoid the buildup of backlogs of
unconfirmed transactions. Dodd-Frank specifies which entities possess
the reporting obligation, but under a new framework, this determination
could be part of contractual negotiations.
Even if regulators have timely and comprehensive access to information about
the OTC derivatives markets, policymakers should not assume that regulators
will identify and preemptively solve emerging problems in those markets.162
As with other areas, markets are more agile at gathering, analyzing, and reacting to information than regulators are, particularly if market participants bear
the consequences of their own decisions. The recognition of regulators’ limits
underlies a regulatory framework that leaves risk management decisions and
consequences with market participants.
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CONCLUSION
The combination of clearing mandates, government prescriptions regarding
clearinghouse design, and government support for CCPs threatens financial
stability. A preferable approach would eliminate government backstops and
leave decisions about which products should be centrally cleared and how
CCPs should operate to private decision makers. The current regulatory
framework would be replaced by a principles-based regulatory approach and
mandatory reporting of swaps transactions.
Despite good intentions, the Dodd-Frank framework has given rise to a new
set of risks by compromising the effectiveness of clearinghouse risk management while simultaneously encouraging CCPs to embrace new risks. The drive
for clearing colors regulatory oversight and impedes markets and regulators from thinking clearly about the associated risks. Prescriptive regulation
displaces or distorts CCPs’ own risk management initiatives. The risk management focus of CCPs is further dulled by calls to dampen the influence of
clearing members and populate their boards with independent directors. The
preference given to cleared instruments has a secondary effect of making it
more difficult for parties to manage risk outside CCPs and less imperative for
parties to monitor one another. Moreover, the growth and change of CCPs in
response to government policy builds bailout expectations.
To foster financial stability, policymakers should eliminate clearing mandates,
the attendant prescriptive regulatory regime for CCPs, systemic designations
of CCPs, and special Federal Reserve privileges for CCPs. A replacement regulatory framework could consist of a broad set of principles for CCPs, a reporting framework for cleared and uncleared swaps, a governance framework
for CCPs that includes market participants who bear the risks, and a clear
delineation of default waterfalls and CCP recovery plans. A return to private
ordering in the OTC derivatives space would diminish bailout expectations
and allow market participants to benefit from central clearing where it makes
sense, continue to use uncleared swaps where they best manage risk, and monitor and manage both CCP and non-CCP risk effectively.
Domestic political realities and the shared international commitment to
mandatory clearing may stand in the way of the proposed return to private
ordering. If clearing mandates remain in place, policymakers can benefit from
considering the concerns raised h
 ere and elsewhere about the risks associated
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with mandatory clearing and the regulatory structure. Regulators need to be
keenly aware of the deleterious effect poor regulatory requirements can have on
CCPs’ risk management. Supervisors should apply clearing mandates carefully and only a fter a full consideration of the risks informed by adequate data.
Policymakers should afford CCPs and their participants the regulatory flexibility necessary to manage risk effectively and should monitor CCPs closely, but
not micromanage them. Regulators and market participants should continue
to work together to understand how CCPs would perform under stressed scenarios and how losses from the default of one or more clearing members would
be allocated. Relationships among CCP supervisors have been tense in recent
years, but cooperation is critical. Regardless of whether the clearing mandate
remains in place, CCPs will continue to play an important role in the financial
system. Accordingly, efforts by regulators, market participants, and academics
to better understand, manage, and monitor CCP risks are well worth the commitment of resources, time, and attention.
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114. Varney et al., Letter to CFTC, 7. See also Chang, “Systemic Risk Paradox,” 795, 810–12. The
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117. Wetjen, “Ensuring the Promise.” See also Bailey, “Bank of E
called for “[s]tandardised stress tests” to “complement more tailored and potentially much
more rigorous internal stress testing, developed and implemented by individual CCPs.” See
also Powell, “Financial System Perspective.” “Not all CCPs are alike,” according to Powell,
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regulator of a large clearing member refuses to allow that member to participate in refills of a
CCPs default fund as it is concerned about that bank having enough capital to refill one of its
own domestically supervised CCPs.”
125. Linking can take different forms. See IMF, “Making Over-the-Counter Derivatives Safer,”
24–25, box 3.7.
126. Ibid., 18, box 3.5. The IMF discusses CCP failures and highlights the role that failure to
properly increase margin requirements played in the failures of the French Caisse de
Liquidation, the Malaysian Kuala Lumpur Commodity Clearing House, and the Hong Kong
Futures Exchange.
127. Wibaut and Wilford point out, for example, that regulators’ role in setting the type of margin that CCPs can accept could be influenced by the same forces that drove regulators to
treat German and Greek bonds as equivalent. Wibaut and Wilford, “Markets for CCPs and
Regulation,” 102n7.
128. To avoid the problem of a sole CCP failing, BlackRock has recommended that the clearing
mandate only apply to products cleared by two or more CCPs. BlackRock, “Central Clearing
Counterparties,” 2. Alternatively, if t here were a failure, the government could encourage
another already operational and healthy CCP that clears other types of products to begin
clearing the products formerly cleared by the failing CCP. Such an expansion, however,
would likely take considerable time because it would require the expanding CCP to analyze
the risk associated with the new product and any new clearing members and to gain regulatory approval to clear the product. Presumably a willing regulator could expedite such a pro
cess in an emergency, but d
 oing so would raise new risk concerns.
129. See Lubben, “Failure of the Clearinghouse,” which argues that CCPs likely are not encompassed in the list of companies that can proceed through resolution and that, had CCPs
been intended to be covered, the CFTC would have been granted a role in deciding w
 hether
a CCP should be put into the Orderly Liquidation Authority; Duffie, “Financial Market
Infrastructure,” 3, which discusses questions about w
 hether Title II, particularly as interpreted by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, applies to CCPs. But see also Allen,
“Derivatives Clearinghouses and Systemic Risk,” 1103, which argues that, although Title II
applies to CCPs, “the logistical complexities of applying the Orderly Liquidation Authority
procedures to an insolvent clearinghouse make government intervention before initiation of
the receivership process the most likely outcome.”
130. Dodd-Frank § 806(b) provides: “The Board of Governors may authorize a Federal Reserve
Bank . . . to provide a designated financial market utility discount and borrowing privileges
only in unusual or exigent circumstances, upon the affirmative vote of a majority of the Board
of Governors . . . after consultation with the Secretary, and upon a showing by the designated
financial market utility that it is unable to secure adequate credit accommodations from
other banking institutions.” See also Baker, “Federal Reserve’s Supporting Role,” 180, which
explains: “The failure of a systemically significant clearinghouse could be catastrophic. It
would threaten widespread, domino-like disruptions of critical money flows that its members and other financial institutions count on to meet their own financial obligations all
over the world. Intervention by a government backstop—a last resort clearinghouse—would
likely be needed to avert the collapse of a systemically significant clearinghouse. Due to critical but l ittle understood reforms in Title VIII, the Federal Reserve can now assume this role
in certain situations.”
131. Dodd-Frank § 806(a).
132. The likelihood that the provision w
 ill be used for a bailout may be increased by the fact
that—as Colleen Baker points out—the phrase “unusual or exigent circumstances” is
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broader than the “unusual and exigent circumstances” used in the Federal Reserve’s emergency lending authority u
 nder Section 13(3) [12 U.S.C. § 343(3)(A) (2012)]. Baker, “Federal
Reserve’s Supporting Role,” 180n38.
133. See Powell, “Financial System Perspective,” which advises “CCPs and their members” that
they “must plan to stand on their own and continue to provide critical services to the financial system, without support from the taxpayer.”
134. See Baker, “Federal Reserve’s Supporting Role,” 184, which argues that “the very presence of
a potential central bank backstop for systemically significant clearinghouses—essentially the
possibility of catastrophic liquidity insurance—creates a significant moral hazard”; Singh,
“Making OTC Derivatives Safe,” 17, which points out that the availability of emergency
liquidity support “may lead to moral hazard that may manifest itself, for example, in CCPs
not requiring full collateral from their existing members/clients, quite possibly with the
acquiescence of regulators.”
135. See Hills et al., “Central Counterparty Clearing Houses,” 129–30, which provides a helpful
discussion of the c auses of each CCP failure; Moody’s Investors Service, “Proposed Clearing
House Rating Methodology,” exhibit 16. See also Gregory, Central Counterparties, §14.2,
which discusses “historical CCP failures and near failures”; Tucker, “Counterparties in
Evolving Capital Markets,” 180, which describes the fallout from the Hong Kong failure.
136. See IMF, “Making Over-the-Counter Derivatives Safer,” 18, box 3.5, which highlights the
role that failure to properly increase margin requirements played in the CCP failures.
137. See Quarry et al., “OTC Derivatives Clearing,” 6.
138. Kong, “Trading Error”; Vaghela, “Korea Clearing Structure”; Whan-woo, “HanMag Debacle
Hits Brokerages.”
139. McBride, “The Dodd-Frank Act and OTC Derivatives,” 1121–22.
140. See, for example, Culp, “OTC-Cleared Derivatives,” 1, which notes that CCPs started clearing OTC derivatives in the late 1990s; Kroszner, “Central Counterparty Clearing,” 39.
141. The notion that clearing members do not care about CCP risk management is belied by
the widespread industry concern about uncapped exposures to CCP risk. See, for example,
Saltzman, letter to Jacob Lew, which notes that The Clearing House Association “continues
to share the serious concerns raised by regulators regarding the need to address and mitigate systemic risks presented by all CCPs” and details concerns and recommendations for
improved risk management.
142. Kroszner, “Central Counterparty Clearing,” 37.
143. Pirrong, “Economics of Central Clearing,” 28–29.
144. Some have proposed insurance to cover potential losses at the end of the default waterfall.
See, for example, Leising, “Catastrophe Prevention Drives Pitch,” which describes the formation of an insurance consortium to offer insurance to clearinghouses.
145. Kroszner, “Central Counterparty Clearing,” 38.
146. IMF, “Making Over-the-Counter Derivatives Safer,” 16, which explains that a race to the
risk management bottom “will be counteracted provided that users, who bear the risk of
each other’s default, have a sufficient voice in governance and particularly if the CCP is user-
owned”; Kroszner, “Central Counterparty Clearing,” 38: “The mutualization of risk creates
incentives for all of the exchange’s members to support the imposition of risk controls that
limit the extent to which the trading activities of any individual member expose all of [the]
 ecause members own the clearinghouse,
other members to losses from defaults. Moreover, b
they have the capability to act on their incentives for effective CCP risk management.”
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147. See Dodd-Frank § 726, which allows the CFTC to “adopt rules which may include numerical limits on the control of, or the voting rights with respect to, any derivatives clearing orga
nization that clears swaps . . . by a bank holding company . . . with total consolidated assets
of $50,000,000,000 or more, a nonbank financial company . . . supervised by the Board,
an affiliate of such a bank holding company or nonbank financial company, a swap dealer,
major swap participant, or associated person of a swap dealer or major swap participant.”
148. See Domanski, Gambacorta, and Picillo, “Central Clearing,” 63, which notes that “in 83%
of the cases, CCPs are directly owned or managed by the company operating the stock
exchange”; Evanoff, Russo, and Steigerwald, “Policymakers, Researchers, and Practitioners,”
12, which notes that, “[i]n the U.S., t here has been a recent movement away from the traditional model of mutual ownership of exchanges and their clearing and settlement providers,
toward a for-profit, stock ownership,” which “could have a potential impact on the incentive
structure and, possibly, the risk aversion of the organizations.”
149. See Hills et al., “Central Counterparty Clearing Houses,” 130, which notes that if risk monitoring incentives are to be effective, “providers of the central counterparty’s guarantee fund or
other capital should also be its o
 wners, or at least . . . management should be accountable to them
in some way”; Kroszner, “Central Counterparty Clearing,” 39, which explains that “governance
arrangements must provide t hose with ‘skin in the game’ with substantial influence over the
CCP’s risk controls”; Pirrong, “Economics of Central Clearing,” 26, which argues that “those who
bear the counterparty risks assumed by a CCP should have the power to make decisions that
affect the riskiness of the CCP, and the distribution of that risk”; Scott, “Reduction of Systemic
Risk,” 701, which argues against ownership and control restrictions that “would limit the ability
of swap dealers and major swap participants, who are the parties with the greatest expertise in
risk management, to exercise influence over the policies and operations of a clearinghouse.”
150. See Greenberger, “Diversifying Clearinghouse Ownership,” 245, which argues for strong
limits on the economic interests of swap dealers in CCPs.
151. See Johnson, “Governing Financial Markets,” 222–25, which contends that large swap dealers have incentives to limit CCP membership and product eligibility.
152. See Greenberger, “Diversifying Clearinghouse Ownership,” 245, which argues “that the
CFTC should strengthen its proposed governance standards for DCOs in order to safeguard
swap users’ access to clearing against the possibility that the CFTC’s participant eligibility
requirements fail to increase DCO membership” (footnote omitted); Johnson, “Governing
Financial Markets,” 239–41, which argues for a board monitor or observer to provide a link
between CCP boards and regulators.
153. See Griffith, “Governing Systemic Risk,” 1212–26, which acknowledges that “dealers must
exert a level of control over clearinghouse operations that is commensurate with their exposure to risk through the clearinghouse” but advocates that CCP boards include some directors
elected by regulators to ensure systemic risk considerations are taken into account”; Turbeville,
“Derivatives Clearinghouses,” 13, which states: “At a minimum, the public’s interest should be
represented by membership on the risk committees of major clearinghouses. Regulatory repre
sentation, or representation by other public interest organization, would legitimize the pro
cess . . .”; Varney et al., letter to CFTC, 7, which calls for 100 percent independent directors on
nominating committees and majority independent risk management and executive committees.
154. 7 U.S.C. § 7a-1(c)(2)(N)(2013). See also 15 U.S.C. § 78q-1(b)(3)(I)(2013): “The rules of the
clearing agency do not impose any burden on competition not necessary or appropriate in
furtherance of the purposes of this title.”
155. As noted earlier, Craig Pirrong called for something similar with respect to risk management
measures. Pirrong, “Economics of Central Clearing,” 28–29, which calls for regulators to be
able to revise membership requirements if the regulators “can show that they w
 ere adopted
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for anti-competitive reasons, or place an undue burden on competition not justified by any
prudential benefit.”
156. The Supreme Court’s reasoning for not allowing an antitrust suit to proceed in Credit Suisse
v. Billing, which related to initial public offering underwriter syndicates, seems applicable
here. 551 U.S. 264, 285 (2007). The court refused to apply antitrust law based on “the difficulty of drawing a complex, sinuous line separating securities-permitted from securities-
forbidden conduct, the need for securities-related expertise to draw that line, the likelihood
that litigating parties w
 ill depend upon the same evidence yet expect courts to draw different
inferences from it, and the serious risk that antitrust courts w
 ill produce inconsistent results
that, in turn, w
 ill overly deter syndicate practices important in the marketing of new issues.”
157. Kroszner, “Central Counterparty Clearing,” 40.
158. For thoughtful discussions of t hese issues, see Committee on Payments and Market
Infrastructures and Board of the International Organization of Securities Commissions,
Recovery of Financial Market Infrastructures (comments on the report are available at
http://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/comments/d109/overview.htm); Duffie, “Resolution of
Failing Central Counterparties”; ISDA, “CCP Loss Allocation”; JPMorgan Chase, “What Is
the Resolution Plan?”; LCH.Clearnet, “CCP Risk Management.”
159. See Duffie, Li, and Lubke, “Policy Perspectives on OTC Derivatives,” 2, which explains that
“In 2005, the exponential growth of the credit derivatives market had outpaced the capabilities
 ese unconof dealers’ processing systems, leading to large backlogs of unconfirmed trades. Th
firmed trades had potentially uncertain legal statuses, often for lengthy periods of time, and
limited the ability of dealers to accurately determine their counterparty exposures . . .”; Ledrut
and Upper, “Clearing Post-Trading Arrangements,” 92, which notes that “high access standards by CCPs can serve as a catalyst for improvements in back office processes.”
160. See Dodd-Frank § 727 (adding 7 U.S.C. § 2a(13)(G)), which notes that “each swap (whether
cleared or uncleared) s hall be reported to a registered swap data repository,” and § 729
(adding 7 U.S.C. § 6o-1(a)(1)), which allows uncleared swaps to be reported to the CFTC.
(Parallel provisions exist for security-based swaps.)
161. Swap data repositories are defined in Dodd-Frank to mean “any person that collects and
maintains information or records with respect to transactions or positions in, or the terms
and conditions of, swaps entered into by third parties for the purpose of providing a centralized recordkeeping facility for swaps.” Dodd-Frank § 721 (adding 7 U.S.C. § 1a(48)). Entities
that meet this definition must register with the CFTC. Dodd-Frank § 728 (adding 7 U.S.C.
§ 24a(1)(A)). Allowing SDRs to choose w
 hether to register would enable SDRs to choose to
serve nonregulatory audiences without registering.
162. See Hayek, “Pretence of Knowledge”: “The recognition of the insuperable limits to his
knowledge ought indeed to teach the student of society a lesson of humility which should
guard him against becoming an accomplice in men’s fatal striving to control society—a striving which makes him not only a tyrant over his fellows, but which may well make him the
destroyer of a civilization which no brain has designed but which has grown from the f ree
efforts of millions of individuals.”
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